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Corporate Law’s 
Incentive

“Through the ages of Tutankhamen, Alexander, Caesar, Louis XIV, and the Atom, [incentives] have

remained the same. Men want, and have always wanted, exorbitant wealth, tyrannical power,

idolatrous prestige, lavish consumption, and undisciplined leisure.” (Meckling & Alchian, 1960, 55).

Shareholders are incentivised by corporate law to undertake riskier activity than the equilibrium

“[w]ith a return structure of this this kind, the shareholders are led to prefer a riskier strategy…So,

the implication is that limited liability naturally leads shareholders to push management to adopt

riskier strategies than would be socially optimal” (Goodhart & Lastra, 2020, 2-3).

Manifests in both business sectors and practices (Hansmann & Kraakman, 1991)



Corporate Law’s 
Incentive

This risk to third party creditors is often blamed on 
limited liability for shareholders:

1. “moral hazard” (Goodhart & Lastra 2020)

2. “externalisation of risk” (Hansmann & Kraakman
1991)

3. “strategic liability” (Squire 2011)

4. “agency cost” (Kraakman et al 2017)

Yet limited liability cannot be solely responsible as it 
is ubiquitous (Easterbrook & Fischel, 1985, 90)



Corporate Law’s 
Incentive

• Corporate law’s incentive arises as a result of 3 features:

• Variable Uplift

• Control over (Major) Decision Making

• Limited Liability.

• If no variable uplift, no push for riskier business.

• If no voting right, no ability to do anything about it.

• If no limited liability, incentive mitigated by risk of claw back of 

excessive risk.

• All agreements between shareholder (person A) and the 

company (person B)



… for 
Externality

• Not moral hazard :

• Not a response to entering into an arrangement (a 

change of behaviour by A caused by a contract between 

A and B where B onboarded risk from A priced in respect 

of A’s prior behaviour)

• Unlimited liability may provide moral hazard to the 

separate company as then it can be bailed out

• Risk not being onboarded by B (the company)

• Loss suffered not by parties to the contract

(Arrow, 1968; Pauly, 1968; Baker, 1996; Shavell, 1979; 

Stiglitz, 1986; Deer, 1989).



…for Externality

• Not agency cost:

• Not a loss by B in respect of A doing something for B

• Loss suffered not by parties to the contract

(Ross, 1974; Laffont & Martimont, 2000 ch 4&5)



…for Externality

• Instead, an externality: A and B’s agreement causes 

harm to C.

• Literature is complex and volumous (Boudreaux 

and Mieners 2019).

• Basic concept that activities between two persons 

affect others (Scitovsky 1954).

• Agreement between A (shareholder) & B 

(company) causes damages to third parties (Pigou 

1932).



…for Externality

• Coase (1960) made two methodological shifts (Claassen 2016).

• First – became bipartite - A affects B, not A and B affect C.

• Second – makes it reciprocal. Controversial– “the murder victim, 

too, is then always an accessory to the crime” (Baumol, 1972, 

308).

• Impass (Lemieux 2021) – “value judgment: if you believe that 

markets internalize everything, you will believe that externalities 

do not exist; on the other hand, if you believe that markets do 

not internalize side effects, you will believe in the persistence of 

externalities as deviations from an attainable optimum” 

(Dahlman, 1979, 156). 



…for Externality

• Can resolve it by factoring in “unadjusting creditors” 

– (Bebchuk and Fried 1996, Bebchuk and Fried 1997):

• Coaseans envisaging adjusting creditors

• Pigouvian tradition (Buchanan 1969) envisaging non-

adjusting creditors. 

… as a result, externality applies in respect of non-

adjusting creditors. Corporate law features create the 

incentive for externality, so it is clearly in the role of the 

state to mitigate that. 



…for Externality 

• Undoing the Corporate Externality requires 

limitations on one of three features:

• Variable Uplift

• Control over (Major) Decision Making

• Limited Liability.

• Harms caused by these three are constant, but 

benefits vary – especially arguments in favour of 

limited liability. 



Easy Fix: 
Removing 
Limited Liability 
Sometimes

• If that entities shares are not listed on capital market:

1. All other constituencies have it

2. Fixes shareholder risk enabling diversification

(less likely to want to diversify)

3.            Lowers costs of monitoring management

(more likely to be involved so lower monitoring need)

4.            Lowers costs of monitoring fellow shareholders

(more likely to be involved so lower monitoring need)



Easy Fix: 
Removing 
Limited Liability 
Sometimes

• If that entities shares are not listed on capital market :

5.            Makes shares fungible & based on company 

(no liquid market to exit anyway)

6.            Makes richer shareholders happy to invest

(identity of fellow shareholders important)

7.           Allows capital market

(no capital market)

8.          Allows capital market to discipline directors

(no capital market)



Easy Fix: 
Removing 
Limited Liability 
Sometimes

• We should have limited liability for shareholders in companies whose shares 

are listed on a capital market

• We should not have limited liability for shareholders in companies not listed 

on a capital market, thus:

• Private companies 

• Including subsidiary companies 

• What should be the default? UK had as at June 2021:

• 4,956,374 vehicles on its corporate register – most small (Hardman and Ramírez

Santos 2022).

• 6,142 (0.12%) public companies.

• 1,410 have their shares listed on London Stock Exchange.

• Under 500 listed on main market and not investment companies (Hardman 2021)



Conclusions 

• Limited liability is not itself a problem.

• It is part of the corporate incentive– with variable upside & voting rights.

• This incentive is not a moral hazard or an agency cost.

• It is, instead an externality caused by corporate law’s three features for non-adjusting 

creditors. 

• As law causes this incentive, it is law’s role to mitigate it. 

• Limited liability should not be the default, only for public companies. This resolves the 

externality for the majority by number.


